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Dear respected editor-in-chief of the journal of Iranian Journal of Electrical

& Electronic Engineering (IJEEE), I have the pleasure of submitting the

manuscript entitled “...” to be considered for publication as a research paper in

your prestigious journal.

This manuscript contains original research. It has not been published and is not

under consideration for publication elsewhere. We have no conflicts of interest to

disclose. All authors have seen and approved the manuscript and have contributed

significantly for the paper. In order to ensure compliance with the policy of your

journal I, as the corresponding author on behalf of all authors, am retaining the

rights for all authors and their representatives.

• Manuscript Title

....

• List of Authors’ Names and Affiliations

– ..., Department of ...Engineering, ... University of Technology, PhD

Candidate.

– ..., Department of... Engineering, ... University of Technology, Full

Professor.

• Short Statement of Precise Problem Addressed in this Manuscript

A new ...

• Major Contributions

1. A novel ...

2. A new ...
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• This Manuscript Improves the Results of Following Papers

– Kasaei, S. Action recognition ...IEEE Transactions on ..., pages ...-...,

2018.

– ...

• Some Experts of the Field

– ..., https://www....

The research meets all applicable standards with regard to the ethics of

experimentation and research integrity, and the following is being certi-

fied/declared true. As an expert scientist and along with co-authors of con-

cerned field, the paper has been submitted with full responsibility, following

due ethical procedure, and there is no duplicate publication, fraud, plagia-

rism, or concerns about animal or human experimentation.

None of the authors of this paper has a financial or personal relationship

with other people or organizations that could inappropriately influence or

bias the content of the paper.

It is to specifically state that No Competing interests are at stake and there

is No Conflict of Interest with other people or organizations that could in-

appropriately influence or bias the content of the paper.

Thank you for your consideration of this manuscript.

Sincerely yours,
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